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Table 1: Case study companies
Case study company	Aerospace Co.	Equipment Co.	Marine Co.	Transportation Co.
Interviews conducted	6	6	7	8
Main products	Civil and defense jet engines	Rolling bearingsSealsMechatronicsLubrication systems	Marine propulsion systemsPower generation and distribution equipmentOffshore drilling drivesOnboard drives	Rolling stock (passenger and high-speed trains, trams, locomotives and equipment)Systems and Signaling
Main services(arranged from simple to more complex)	Engine support services (proactive in-service engine management, overhaul shop maintenance and the collection and management of engine data) 	Bearing refurbishment and alignment servicesMaintenance servicesCondition monitoring servicesIntegrated maintenance solutionsProactive reliability maintenance	Installation and commissioningRepair and refurbishmentSpare parts and trainingMaintenance and field servicesRetrofitSupport and remote services (see Table 3)	Spares supplyTechnical support and spares supply agreement (TSSSA)Fleet maintenanceFleet management





Table 2: Range of value propositions enabled by RMT
Value proposition	Description	Example from a case study
Warranty	Mitigates risks in the warranty period.	Prevention of unnecessarily dispatching engineers (Marine Co.)
Sell technology	Sale, installation, and commissioning of RMT systems.	Sale of RMT systems used in the provision of condition monitoring services to customers (Equipment Co.)Sale of less sophisticated RMT systems to the main competitors (Equipment Co.)
Data collection	Services around data collection and initial data processing (without data analysis).	Condition monitoring services (Equipment Co.)
Data analysis	Services around data analysis and identification and failure prediction.	Troubleshooting remote service (Marine Co.)TSSSA contracts, Fleet maintenance (Transportation Co.)Collection and management of engine data (Aerospace Co.)Condition monitoring services (Equipment Co.)




Table 3: RMT functionalities and their definition
Functionality	Definition	Example from a case study
Monitoring	Built-in-test	Before the use of a product can commence, built-in-test aims to establish whether any of its components or sub-systems is functional thus preventing potential damage by transferring the function onto a redundant component or subsystem. Compared to other levels, built-in-test can be considered as the least complex of all.	Variable frequency converters and PLCs of electric propulsion systems, drives, and switchboards (Marine Co.)Electric traction systems, power supply, batteries (Transportation Co.)  
	Monitoring	A functionality of collecting data about a product but with no subsequent resultant action.	Variable frequency converters and PLCs of electric propulsion systems, drives, and switchboards (Marine Co.)In addition to above mentioned subsystems, monitoring is deployed on the following electro-mechanical subsystems: engines, gearboxes, fluid levels, HVAC, doors, toilets (Transportation Co.)Rolling bearings (Equipment Co.)Turbine gas temperature, turbine cooling air temperature, fan delivery pressure (Aerospace Co.)
Processing/Analysis	Detection	Builds on monitoring functionality by processing the data collected and providing information about the fault or failure occurrence.	Same as in Monitoring
	Diagnostic	Centred on determining a type, location, and a root cause of a fault or failure in order to determine the ability of a product to perform its function.	Same as in Monitoring
	Prognostic	Defined as prediction and determination of the remaining useful life of a product.	Same as in Monitoring expect for Marine Co.










